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Preface

This book is the result of a co-operative efibrt of an international team of re-

searchers who came together in search of answers to the question concerning the

situation and condition of political science in selected European countries. 'We

have been concerned with this question for quite some time now and the result

of our observarions are two books devoted to political science in Poland, entitled

Political Scientist, Who Are You? Past ønd Presertt of Polltlcøl Science in Poland lin
Polish: Kirn jesteí politologu. Historia i stan dyscypliny w Polsce, B. Krauz-Mozer,

P Borowiec, P. Scigaj, Kraków2011 (vol. I),2012 (vol.II) \Øydawnictwo Uniw-

ersytetu Jagielloriskiego]. The book we hereby present to the reader might be seen

as a follow-up on those reflections. Together with the authors from a number of
counrries we have tried to paint a relatively coherent picture of political science in

Europe. \Øe are delighted to take this opportunity to thank our authors for their

commitment. 'S(/'e are infinitely grateful for their co-operation, valuable observa-

tions and the results of their work.

The book contains papers prepared by researchers from various European

academic centres, presenting their opinions regarding the condition of political

science as well as observations regarding the dominant areas of interest to po-

litical sciendsts in their respective countries. The papers are not always uniform
in structure and neither are they entirely coherent with each other in terms of
presenting information and interpreting data. This in itself may be seen as a sign

of the diversiry of political science and its complex nature, which reflects the

various ways in which the history of the discipline has unfolded in different
countries. Bearing this in mind, we hope that this collection of papers will serve

as a reliable compass for all those interested in this subject and will inspire an

honest debate on the new challenges faced by political science. The reader alone
can decide whether our aim has been achieved. If so, this would mean that we
have succeeded in building a bridge that benefits us all.

\Øe wish to point out rhar the book was funded by an internal grant from
the Institute of Political Science and International Relations and funds from the
Faculty of International and Political Studies of the Jagiellonian Universiry. 

'We

would like to take this opportunity to thank the Dean Professor Bogdan Szlach-
ta and the Head of the Institute Professor Roberr Klosowicz for the financial
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2 ts'i c e n t u ry :

Summary: The birth of Political Science in Portugal was condirioned by the dictatorship and
later by the predominance ofother sciences such ãs Law and Sociology. The consolidation of
the discipline and its trend rowa¡ds auronomy and independerr.. *ã. car¡ied out mostly in
the nineties. This chapter analyses the evolution ofPolitical Science in the 21", cenrury and,
therefore, it focuses on the teaching framework, the ¡ole ofthe Portuguese political Science
Association, and the scientitc output.-Regarding the teaching.o-på.n, speciar emphasis
is given to the number and diversity of progr"mÃ.s at BA, MA and phD levels as well as to
the evolution of the number of studenis ii public and private universiries. At the associa-
tional level, we explore the development ofpardcipations at national conferences, expansion
of membership and evolution of the Prize rår s.ripho Thesis. In te¡ms of scientific output
we chose to look at the Portuguese journals ofpolidcal Science, the articles ofthe discipline
published in Social Sciences JÀurnals, as well as rwo renowned book publishers. On balance,
our 6ndings enable us to state that Political Science in Portugal has derreloped into a full
mature discipline with an increasingly internationalised commriniry, but th"t it is also facingirnportant challenges regarding it, iutur. growth.

Introduction

The birth of Political science in portugal was rarher late when compared ro our
European counrerparrs or orher scienJific domains. This disciplin. *", consoli-
oated mostly in the nineries and has encompassed many sub-disciplines such as

t
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International Relations, unlike the practice followed, for instance, in England,

the United States or, more recendy, Btazil' This article has four building-blocks

in order for us to be able to make a critical appraisal of the state of Political

Science in Portugal.

Firstl¡ we need to contextualise the birth and the initial stage of the disci-

pline. In this section, we will be looking at the legacy and nature of the dicta-

torship as well as rhe importance of other disciplines such as Law and Sociology.

This background is very important to understand why Political Science was only

consolidated in the nineties. Secondl¡ we will explore the several dimensions of

the teaching component.'SØe will be looking into the number of courses offered

ar BA, MA and PhD levels as well as im diversity in terms of the sub-disciplines

represented. \(/'e will also be analysing data regarding the evolution of student

enrolments in both the private and public sectors.

As in other domains the creation and role of "professional" associations is

usually indicative of the state of a scientific community. Therefore, in the third

secrion we will examine the creation of the Portuguese Political Science Associ-

ation, in 1998, and its further evolution. Not only will we look into the organ-

isation of National Conferences, but also to the number of participants in these

scientific evenrs and to the development in terms of the sub-disciplines witirin

Political Science in Portugal. Moreover, we will also examine the evolution of

the membership of the Association as well as the creation and applications to

the Prize for Best PhD Thesis.

In our last section, we will analyse academic publications. In order to ac-

complish this goal we will look, first of all, at the map of scientific journals that

either publish Political Science articles or that are specifically located within the

domain of Political Science. Secondl¡ we will study the evolution of Polidcal

Science articles published in the oldest Journal of social sciences in Portugal.

This will help us understand the several phases of academic output regarding

Political Science vis-à-vis its increasing autonomy. Finall¡ we will also examine

rïvo renowned academic publishers and will be looking into the development of

books within Political Science.

Lastl¡ and in order to better identifr the main challenges faced by the disci-

pline in Portugal, we have decided to extend our time frame until 2Ol4 so as to

include the data from the last National Conference organised by the Portuguese

Political Science Association as well as the information concerning the academic

year of 201412015.1

I This chapter is based and draws heavily from Camerlo et a1,.,2015.

t!

Political Science in portugal in the z:i,t Centurlr: A CriticalAppraisal 
3g5

x. Pol¡tical Science: From dictatorship to maturity

Polidcal science as a discipline of the social sciences has a very recenr insri_
rudonalizarion in Portugar' The rong duration of the Authoritarian Regime(1933-1974) is partially responsibre for this deray. portugal rost the dynamic
development of the discipline after the second 'w'orld 

\Øar. Like in orher areas
of social sciences it w.as under a strong inrerconnection between the uSA andlüestern Europe, under the umbrella ãruNesco, that the .r."tio' of a web
of professional and scientific international 

"rro.i"tio.r, g"u.-ì;por.anr sreps
for the modernization of the discipline. Nevertheless in other Authoritarian re_
gimes, like neighbouring spain, because of a more flexibre conrrol over [Jniver-
sities and the leading role of key social scientists there was an earlier process of
development, especially in the 1960s and early 1970s.

In the case of portugal this did not happen and politicar science research
and teaching during the latest phase of theì1i.t"torrhip was, as it was re.entry
characrcrized, irregular, incipient and parochiar (cancåla et'ar., 2014). In the
late 1950s and early i 960s the need for a more modern and weil trained colonial
administration facing rhe era of decolonization and the beginning;r,rr. coroni-
al wars in Africa was the sra.ing point for the developm.ri of ,oå. segments of
social sciences, namely pubric policy and politicar science, at a school of coloniar
srudies, the ISCSPU, and his director and later Minister of coroniar Affairs in
the early 1960s, Adriano Moreira, "is generaily *.k'o*r.dgJ ;;;1. founding
father of political and international st"udies in portugal,, (ierreira-pereira and
Freire, 2009, p' 83).As he himself would recognize later, the Dictatorship ,.(...)
always shows caution vis-à-vis the social sciences, especiaily poriticar science,
given that the la*er analytically deconstru*s th. po*.. .h"å 

"rd is able toopen up the defensive rines of politicar power" (Moreira, zooe, pp. rtr-312).
. -a 

tl the majority of European countries, political s.i.r..'fJg"n its coursein Law Faculties, but even afteì the rransition ro democrac y in Dî4,the expro-sion of social sciences and the return of many social sciences exire students afterthe end of the colonial wars in Africa 
"nd 

,i. breakdown of the Dictatorship,
the more rapid insdtutionalization of sociology did not favour the developmentof Polidcal science. Mosr academic exiles p,irrr.d doctoral programmes in so-ciology or histor* and the impact of their åru.r, to porugal did not strengthenPolitical Science. Ironicalr¡ th. pr..,"l.rrce of sociology in the reorganisation ofthe Portuguese university system and the development of social sciences after,¡rc qemocraric transition did delay the autonomy of political science and Inter_national Relations that emerged initiaily at the periphery of the university sys-

::t' in 
new state universities and in páor quariry private universities. political

ùociology was fundamental in the moå.rnir"tion oipoliti.al science in portugal
as can be demonstrated, for instan.., by th. *orks of Maria carrilho on the role

T
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of the military in Portuguese Political change, the research of Maria José Stock

on Portuguese political parties, or the one of Manuel Braga da Cruz on political

cukure, in the 1980s but in some universities, departments of sociology did

delay the crearion of degrees in Political Science (Stock, 1991). The ISCTE, for

instance, a State research and teaching institution in Lisbon, with one of the

more dynamic departments of Sociology of the country largely based on the

recruitment of exiled students and professors returning mainly from France, wa5

a clear example of this process.

Curiously an importanr landmark of the institutionalization of Political Sci-

ence was the publication of the foundational number of the Journal of Politi-

cal Science in the first semester of 1985, by wo young Assistant Professors of

the Law Faculry of the Universiry of Lisbon.2 In the editorial of the first issue

Journal of Political Science, one of founders, José Manuel Duráo Barroso, who

would later pursuit a successful political carrier in Portugal and in Europe, made

an assessment of the state-oÊthe-art of the discipline in Portugal concluding

that much needed to be done. Amongst other findings, there wasn't a structured

educational offer at the BA level and there was the need for greater comparative

and empirical analyses, emphasis on theoretical tools and approaches, and also

internationalisation.
If in other disciplines of social sciences the impact of European integration

was important but not cenrral, in the case of Political science it was decisive in

the development of the discipline. The times of the founding fathers coming

from other disciplines, mainly Law, Sociology and History were finally over.
'W'ith the strong expansion of the grants to study abroad the number of Ph.

D. Students of Political Science and International Relations increased signifi-

cantly, participation in the ECPR and IPSA also, giving Political Science the

much-n.eded critical mass in the 1990s. The creation of the Portuguese Political

Science Association in 1998 was also another indirect consequence of "Euro'

peanizarion," since its birth was the product of the challenge of an attempt to

increase the links between National Associations of Political Science in Europe

and there was none in Portugal, leading a small group of political scientists to

establish one, largely 
" 

p.odrr.t of "t .*t..rr"lly driven impulse. On the turn of

the century the discipline in Portugal has finally developed into a mature scien'

tific domain ar rhe associational, research, publishing and teaching levels. It is to

the latter that we now turn.

2 In Portuguese: Reaista de Ciência Política'

As we have seen rhe birth of poritical science in portugal was influenced and
conditioned by the dictatorial regime ofAntónio Oliveira Salazar. In its creation
we can_observe the prevalence of a juridical approach and a concern with the
colonial issues. These srem nor only i.om the .ånflict that began in 1961 in An_
golaandwhich fully developed into a war, but also from theincreasing interna-
tional pressure that Portugal was subjected to at the United Nations. Therefore,
there was the need to think about these quesrions as well as to dear with the
more administrative facets of a colonial empire. It is against this context that
the establishment of political science took p1".. (Moreirã, 2006, pp. 316_317).

vith the transition to democrary in the mid-seventies after th. c"rrr"tion Rev-
olution of 1974 a reorganisarion of the academic sysrem and curricula took place.
The affirmation of the disciprine came about mostry in the nineties through public
and private institutions. From 1975 to r99g, forr.i..r, degrees were established by
nvelve universities mostly in Lisbon (Moreira, 2006, pp. záo-zzt).This first phase
led to the establishment and consolidation of the drsciiline. k was characterised by
rhe initial development of International Relations'degrees. The first programmes
to be offered at BA level were by the university of Mi'ho in 1975 *d th.rr, i'
1982, by the Gchnical university of Lisbon. TL.r. d.gr.., *.r. foilo*.d by po_
litical science, with Nova university of Lisbon being tihe first institution to ofFer
a degree both in Political science and International Relations in 1996.

. In the 21" century we have witnessed an enormous evolution in terms of
degrees offered as well as regarding their diversiry and. heterogeneiry. In rerms of
the number of BA, MA and phD programmes offered in politicar science the
Progress is demonstrated by the following table based on the data made available
by the General-Directorate for Educatio"n and science statistics and pertaining
the years from200T to 2012 (DGEEC).

Täble 1: Number of degrees offered

Politicalscience in Portugal in the z1''t Century: A Critical Appraisa! 
3g7

z. Teaching political Science
and institutions

Programmes, students

2007 2012 Evolution 2007-2012

Public Private Public Private Public P¡ivate

9 11 11 t2 +2 +1

10 9 t6 15 +6 +6
PhD

Total

5 5 10 6 +5 +1

24 ')\ 37 3J +13 +8

S¿a¡r¿: DGEEC.
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This table presenrs a progressive rise in terms of the number and level of

degrees in Political Science both in the public and private sector. In 2012, we

hJ ,.rr..tty degrees offered against forry-nine in 2007 and' in general terms'

public education has increased its offer and is larger than private universities at

th. port-gr"duate level. But the picture is not complete without looking into the

diversiry and hererogeneity of the programmes offered within Political Science,

,i.r.. th.r. clearly Ão* th. maturiry of the discipline and the consolidation

of its various sub-fields. The subsequent table pertains to the academic year of

201412015 and as we can observe there is a massive change from the initial pro-

grammes "just" in International Relations or Political Science of the mid-seven-

ii., 
"nd 

eighties. Not only do we have an increase of 22 mote degrees regarding

the 2012á"t" but also a noticeable diversity ranging from Public Policies to

European Studies or Comparative Politics.

Tâble 2: BA, MA and PhD programmes in Political Science for the academic year

of 201412015

MABAInstitution

- Political Science

- History Studies of
Security and Defence

- History Defence

and International
Relations

- Public Policies

Ph. D.

- Political Science

- Public Administra-
tion

- History, Defence

and International
Relations

- International Studies

- Public Policies

- Economy and Public
Policies

- Political ScienceISCTE _

University
Institute of
Lisbon

- Social SustainabilitY

and Development

- Interculturai Rela-

tions

- .Administration and

Public Policies*

- Intercultural Rela-

tions

- Women Studies

- Local Administration
Management and

Modernization*

- Social Science

- European Studies
University
Aberta

- International Rela-

tions

- Studies of Peace and
'W'ar

- International Rela-

tions

- Management and

Public Administra-
tion

University
Autónorna of
Lisbon

- Public Policies

- Political Science

- Tertitor¡ Rlsk and

Public Policies

- Administration and
Public Management

- Political Science

- PublicAdministra-
tlon

University of
Aveiro

Political Science in Portuga! in the zl."t Century: A Critical Appraisal 3g9

Institution BA MA Ph. D.

University of
Beira Interior

- Political Science and
International Rela-
tions

- International Rela-
tions

- Political Science

- Philosoph¡ Ethic
and Politics

- Political Science and
International Rela-
tions

Catholic Uni-
versity of Por-

tugal

- Political Science and
International Rela-
tions

- Political Science and
International Rela-.
tions

* Governance, Leader-
ship and Democracy
Studies

- Political Science and
International Rela-
tions

University of
Coimbra

- International Rela-
tions

- European Studies

- International Rela-
tions

- European Studies

- Public Administra-
tion

- Democracy and
Government

- Local Administration
Cultural Politics

- International Rela-
tions, International
Politics and Conflict
Resolution

- Terr.itory Risk and
Public Policies

University of
Evora

- International Rela-
üons

- International Re-
lations, European
Studies

- Public Policies and
Projects

- Juridical Theor¡
Politics and Interna-
tional Relations

Univetsity of
Lisbon (Faculty
of Letters)

- European Studies

University of
Minho

- Public Administra-
tion

- Political Science

- International Rela-
tions

- Public Administra-
tion

- Political Science

- European Studies

- Political Philosophy

- Inrernational Rela-
tions

- Politica.l Science and
International Rela-
tions

University of
Po¡to

- Languages and Inter-
national Relations

- History Interna-
tional Relations and
Cooperation

- International Rela-
tions

Universiry Fer-
nando Pessoa

- Political Science and
International Rela-
tions

Universiry
Lus¡ada if
Lisbon

- International Rela-
tions

- International Rela-

tions
- Inte¡national Rela-

ilons



Institution BA MA Ph. D.

Lusophone
University

- Political Science and

International Rela-

tions

- European Studies

and International
Relations

- Polirical Science-

Citizenship and

Governance

- Diplomacy and In-
ternational Relations

Lusophone
Universiry of
Porto

- Political Science and
Electoral Studies

- European Studies,

Lusophone Studies

and International
Relations

- International Rela-

tions

Nora Universi-
ty ofLisbon

- Political Science and
International Rela-
tions

- Political Science and

International Rela-

tions

- Political Science

- International Rela-
tions

rscsP -
Universiry of
Lisbon

- Political Science

- International Rela-
tions

- Public Administra-
tion

- Public Administra-
tion and Territory
Policies

- Political Science

- Public Policies and
Management

* Public Administra-
tion

- International Rela-
tions

- Public Administra-
tion

- Public Administra-
tion and Territory
Policies

- Political Science

- International Rela-

tions

ICS - Universi-
ty ofLisbon

- Comparative Politics

39o R. Vaz-Pinto, A. Costa-Pinto, M. Camerlo, A.Homem-Cristo, C. Koçak

* Postgraduate course that does not offer a degree, In bold: public universities.

Soarc¿: APCP official site.3

The increase in terms of degrees offered is inextricably linked to the number

ofsrudents taking Political Science both as undergraduates and postgraduates. W'e

can observe a greater number of students enrolling in Political Science degrees and

that public universities are predominant. From 2007 to 2012, we had an increase

from 4704 to 4966 students with 1olo of it owed to private universities.

Table 3: Numbers of students enrolment

2007 2012 Evolution 20o7 -2012 (o/o)

Public Private Public Private Public Private

BA 2165 r169 2630 I 088 21,50/o -6,90/o

16,20/oMÁ, 459 228 662 265 44,20/o

3 \Øe thank Cátia Silva for all the efforts in updating and compiling these data.

Political Science in portugal in the zt t Century: A Critical Appraisa!
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Soarce: DGEEC.

3' The role of the portuguese poriticar science Association (Apcp)

The establishmenr of A?Cp on the 25ú of September of l99B was the recogni_don of an embryonic politicar science communiry composed of frftyfounding
members' From then onwards, the Associatior h", fun.iioned 

", "., 
i-port"rrt

pillar of the discipline itself and has worked in accordance with its statutes (ar-
úcle 2, n"1): "The Associationt objective is to contribute ro the auronomy anddevelopment of politicar science." The mosr visible acdviry .¡ril Association
is the organisation of its Nationar conference.a The first on. ,oot pt"ce a yearafter the APCP'' foundation in Decembe r 1999 at the calouste GulbenkianFoundation in Lisbon and was fuilowed by its second Edition in 2004. Fromthen onwards these conferences have been organised regularly every rwo-years.The Gulbenkian Foundadon was arso the prace of venue for the 2006 and 200gNational conferences and, afterwardr, tii.rg into considerarion rhe principresofdecentralisation and rotation amongsr the scientific community, the Executivecommittee decided to alternate betwein Lisbon and. other cities and arso to haveuniversides as hosts. with this in mind *r. ioio conference was organised bythe universiw ofAveiro and then by the Technicar universiry of Lisbon in 2012.

3:t*:edition^took place at the.úiversiry of coimbra in)0ru. Ãto the gov-erning bodies of the Association they are elected every ûvo years and, since 2004,
llîltt*t Assemblyhas been herd at the National conferen.e. Arttrough theretsn't a starurory mandate limit the same Execurive committee has deveroped thetradition of doing a maximum of t'r,o mandates in a total of four years.5

As we can see, teaching and.learning of Political Science has been reinforcedthroughout the last decade, which ahã r.flects a tendency that we see in theestablishment and consoridation of the portuguese poriticar science Association.

""r,, ffå:äîïd"in 
this secion were compiled by Dmitri Félix de Nascimento, Antigoni Kir_

, .5 
The first President was Manuer Braga da cruz (199g-2002), followed byJoáo carros Espa-qa (2002-2006), 

Anrónio Costa_pinto.(ã ooe-zorc),jáao cardoso Rosas (20r0-2012) and thesutrent President, since 2012, is Raquel Vaz_pinto.

?

2007
2012 Evolution 2007 -2O t2 (%)

Public Private Public Private Public Private
PhD 54 )q 234 87 333,30/o 200o/o

Total 2678 1426 3526 1440 3r,70/o 1o/o
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From the first call for papers in 1999 the National Conferences have wit-
nessed a sustainable and remarkable growth, especiall¡ since it became a regular

bi-annual evenr. In 1999 there were 89 participation entries and in 2014 we had

496, having reached the peak in 2010 at Aveiro with 548.6 Another important

analysis is linked to the themes of the papers and the sub-fields within Political

Science presented at these National Conferences. It is clear from the Figure 1

that the two biggest sub-fields are International Relations and Comparative Pol-

itics, followed by Public Policies and Political Theory.T In the last Conference

it is manifest that the sub-discipline with the highest level of representation is

International Relations. This growth can also be observed in the establishment of
a Section of International Relations within theAPCP framework. Amongst other

tasks and acrivities, this Section is responsible for organising scientific events such

as workshops and conferences in the odd year between the National Conferences.

Similar to the APCP its Executive Committee is elected every two years at rhe

National Conference. Following the path established by International Relations

a second Section regarding European Studies has been created in January 20 I 5.

550

450

350

250

150

50

-50
'1999 2004 2006 2008 2010 20',12 2014

lComparative Politics llnternational Relations IPubl¡c Relations Polit¡cal Theory

Figure l: Participations in national conferences APCP (1999-2014) by sub-disciplines

Source: programmes from National Conferences of APCP retrieved from the official site and Camerlo et

^'2005.

6 By participation entries we meaÌì all the formal modaiities of intervention such as author, mod-

erator, discussant, and key-note speaker. One person may have more than one participation entry/'

7 The Call for Papers of the National Conferences has used a division into six sections: Por'

ruguese Politics and ìociet¡ European Studies, Comparative Politics, Governance and Public

Policies, International Relations and Political Theory.
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Moreovet the virality of the growth of the poriticar Science community can
also be demonsrrated by the evo"rution ;,..,-r;i;.--bl"üf th. Arro.iadon' From rhe founding fifry members Apcp now has three,hundred andthirry mo' Even in terms of gender the evolution is noticeable since there were
only nine women amongsr rhe founding members. rn 2014,we find ninery four
women who are members ofApcB 

"mäuntirrg 
to almosr a third of the totar. If

we look at the membership of the Executive committee.we can arso observe an
evolution regarding gender equaliry. In 1998 there was orrly o.r. wom"n in th.
committee and it was raised to rwo (out of seven) untir 2006. From then on_
wards we find three (out of eight) women, and in rhe2012-2014 mandate there
was equality between men and women, with four praces each and including, for
the first time, the Presidency.

Furthermore, reflecting the progressive inrernationalisation of its scientific
communiry the APCP has developed multilateral and bilateral relations Re-
garding the former we have to highlight the membership of the International
Political Science Associarion, Internadonal Studies Association and the Euro_
pean Confederation of political Science Associations, the latter of which ApCp
is a founding member. In the last year a protocol of muual cooperatlon was
signed with the Latin-American Association of Electoral Campaign Researchers(ArrcE) APCP is also a member of the the recently formed lbero-American
Association of Political Science (RED IBERPOL), founded in Montevideo in
2072. From a bilateral perspective, the Portuguese Association has a protocol ofReciprocity with the Spanish Association of Political Science and Administra_
tion and is developing closer ties with its Italian and Brazilian counterparts. All
of these eflbrts are reflections and, at the same time, reinforcemenr of the
internationalisation of Political Science and its

greater

In addition, the Association established a

Portuguese members.

cording to its Statutes (arto
Prize for the Best phD Thesis. Ac_

Portuguese citizens,
4), "eligible PhD theses are all those authored by

foreign citizens who develop their research in Portugueseinstitutions or whose dissertations focus on lusophone themes." This Prize wasfirst awarded in 2008 at the National
lowed the same regular bi-annual

Conference and it has, since then, fol_

taken place since 2008 we find
parrern. Looking at the four edidons that have

of 2010, in which there
always two winners ex-aequo with the exceptlon

back to the s

was only one thesis awarded with the prize. Coming

Relations and
ub-disciplines we have four theses thar belong to International
three to Comparative Politics.8 The applications for the ApCp

- . 

8 In 
the first edition of the Prize the winners were Marcos Faria Ferreira, crist¿o¡ (y pimentø:4' uil mediL na teoria das relacões internacionais de Adriano Moreira [christians Ò pepper, via Media'í:(::K::i"#,:!,,:,"";l;,i,{,i/:;i;,yff 

r:,;;r:;î jx:i:::í__Ítn
ura Portoghese (1976-2006),Univ. of Flo¡ence (Comparative polirics); in 2010 Tiago Roma Fer-

T
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Best PhD Prize arealso indicative of the growth of the community itself. In the

first edition we had five candidates and the number rose steadily to nineteen in

2014. Likewise, we can notice the increasing internationalisation of the younger

generation of scholars since from the seven winning PhD theses one is from

Cambridge and three from Florence.
\ùØhat is more, the rising internationalisation of doctoral and post-doctoral

students is inextricably linked with role of the Portuguese Foundation for Sci-

ence and Technology (FCT). This Foundation has been crucial in the consol-

idation of the research component of the discipline of Political Science. FCT

helped the establishment and strengthening of the Research Centres through

project financing and the internationalisation ofPortuguese researchers via doc-

toral and post-doctoral grants. Unfortunately, due to budget constraints that

have been taking place since 2011 regarding Science as a whole, and Human

and Social Sciences in particular, this trend is under serious questioning. In
terms of doctoral and post-doctoral scholarships the current picture is rather

bleak. As has been pointed out despite the fact that we dont have "accessible

numbers concerning the number of doctoral and post-doctoral public scholar-

ships granted in the last decade within the area of political science, the available

statistical data provided by the FCT shows that in the period between 1994 and

2010, the number of research grant holders in the field of social sciences and

humanities was multiplied by five, in the case of doctorates, and by 25, in the

case of post-doctorates... In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, there has

been a steep decrease in the number of scholarships granted from 20 I 0 to 2073"
(Cancela eta1.,2014,p. 11).e These cuts led to several prominent scientists from

all walks of life taking a public stance against the negative impact on the current

and future generations of researchers.

nandes, Patterns ofAssociational Life inWestern Eørope, 1800-2000. A comparatiue and historical

interpretation, European Univ. Institute of Flo¡ence (Comparative Politics); in2012, Sónia Pires,

Immigration Politicøl Mobilisøtion in Portøgal ønd høþ, European Univ. Institute of Florence

(Comparative Politics) and Licínia Simão, Forging a wider european security communi4t: prospuß

for the neighbourhood poliry in the South Caucøsus, Univ. Coimbra (International Relations); lastly

in20l4the winners were Teresa Paula de Almeida Cravo "\Øhatt in a Label? The Aid Communi-

tyì Representations of Success and Failure in Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau", Univ. Cambridge

(int"rnational Relations) and Ramon Blanco de Freitas, "Peace as Government: The (Bio)Politics

of State-Building", Univ. Coimbra (International Relations).
e'!le thank our colleague Pedro Magalháes for this reference.
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4. Analysis scientific output:Academic book publishers and
journals

A common way of examining the state of a scientific community is by rookingat its academic publications. In this secrion, we first describe ,h. por,ugu.r.
map of scientific social journars, and then we observe the evolution of political
science within the oldest Journar of social sciences in portugar and in rwo re_nowned academic book publishers respectively.

4.r. The Portug uese jou rn als

The most relevant portuguese journals that pubrish politicar scientists, articles- or political science topics - are listed in Tâble 4. Fåur f."rur., or.his list areworthy of mention. The first one is the srrong presence ofjournals that do nor"belong" to Political',s.,:î* 
*o", 1.3 journals, thr.. 

"r. interdisciplinary
and two are associared with a different disáipline - Sociology 

-(seJ 

corumn II).out of a total of eight specific politicar science journals, nearly half belongs to
rhe sub-discipline of International Relations. má"..or¿ r."rur'...!"rai.rg rt.r.journals is that there is the need. for greater inclusion i, 

"rr.rr-?rt rankings
such as scoPUS (column III). A third aspe* regards the trajectories of thePolitical science journals. on the on. h"rd, th.y ìl. ',r.r, ,..ä. Most of thejournals were established much later than the interdisciiri""rf^lra sociologyjournals' on the other hand, these trajectories are r"th.r f."gir. in terms of theregular.issues throughout the year. It s'hourd be arso rro,.d,ñ"t,rr. nrr, journar
of the discipline, created in the mid-1980s and that we highrigh;;J in the firstsection of this chaprer, had a short experience as a pubricaiion with onry threeyears of "life" (columns IV and Ð. Finarty and in ov.ralr *r-", i, i, ,roteworthythat from the thirteen journars included in thi, map the best ranked on€s stemfrom research institutions.

Täble 4: Portuguese journals

ç

Journals Discþline Scopus (2014) Creadon fssues per year
An¿ílise Social Interdisciplinary 0,059 r963 4

Revista Crítica
de Ciências Sociais

Interdisciplinary 0,059 1978 4

Sociologia,

l'¡oblemas e práticas
Sociology 0,042 1986 3
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Journals Discipline Scopus (2014) Creation Issues per year

Portuguese Journal
of Social Science

Interdisciplinary Accepted in
2013

2002 2-3 (3 from
2013 onwards)

Fórum Sociológico Sociology 1992 Irregular

Relaçóes Interna-
ctonâts

IR 2004 4

Res Pública Political Science

and IR
2005 Irregular

Perspectivas Political Science

and IR
2010 Irregular

Revista de Ciência
Política

Political Science 1985* Inactive

Estudos Políticos e

Sociais

Political Science 1 990 Irregular

Revista Portuguesa

de Ciência Politica
Political Science 20tl I

Janus.net IR Accepted in
20r4

2010
.,

I-usíada. Política

Int. e Segurança

IR 2008 Irregular

* Active until 1989

Source: APCP site; Camerlo et aL,2015.

4. z. Análise Social J ou rnal

Antílise Social is the oldest Social Sciences journal in the country and is rec-

ognized as a pioneer and one of the most prestigious in its field.lo Frcm1975

to April 2014, this journal published 218 issues, with a total of 1060 articles.

Among these,20.75o/o (220) was related to Political Science. The evolution of

these aiticles presents four different phases. A first one (1975-1984) was marked

by the lowest presence of the discipline both in terms of number (29) and' per'

centage (llVo). Furthermore, this stage is characterized by the absence of spe-

cific Political Science journals.The second phase (1985 -1994) which comprises

the ephemer al Reuista de Ciência Políticashows an increase of the discipline with

59 articl., (2lo/o).The most significant augmentation occurred during the third

stage (1995- 2004),*hen the number of political science articles rose uP to 82

10 In English: SocialAnøþsis.
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(31%o.)' overlapping with the foundation ofApCB in 1998, and greater institu-
donalization of the discipline, accompanied by new journals in Social sciences
and, in parricular, in the discipri.r. oi'political science. Moreover, the mainte-
nance of this upward trend in the number of specific jou.n"l, in th. second harf
of rhe 2000s and the first harf of the 20r0s led to the falr of poritical science
arricles in the interdisciplinary jo urnal Análise Social.

Furthermore, when we look ar rhe inrernal development of the discipline,
our dara indicates that the sub-discipline of compar"tive'politi.s dominates
with 55o/o against the other three major sub-discipìines in each of these four
periods of ten y."*._Tl sub-discipríne Internationar Relations (2rolo) ranks
second, followed by Public policy (r2%o) and poritical Theory (r}yù. our re-
sults are consisrenr with the findings of Cancela et al. (Z¡ti).i, Lik.wis., the
evolution of the respective weights of the sub-disciplines ,ho*, ", increase in
the proportion of public policies to the detrim.r,, ol l.,,..rrational Relations in
the last ren years. A possible explanation of this development i, th. lack of spe_
cialized Portuguese academic journals on rhe sub-discipline public policy and
the establishment of Inrernarional Relations journals since 2004, when the pi_
oneering journal Relaçoes Internøcionazi was first published. A¡other interesting
note about International Rerations is that the 

"rti.l., on the E,rrop."r, union or
European studies represented more than harf (25 of 46) of the total number of
articles in this sub-discipline.

Finall¡ amongsr the 220 political Science articles published in the journal
since 1975, only 28 (12'7o/o) were wrirren in co-authorship. In comparison ro
orher cases, this indicator is much lower than the 34.5o/o..porr.a ir, , he Europe_
ønJournøl of PoliticalReseørch during the period 1973-20:02 (Boncourt, 200g,
p.. 377) but higher than in central and Eastern Europe where less than ro/o of
the comparative politics articles were writen in co-authorship (schneider et
al',2013, p. 140).In addition, we found that 42o/o of the articres identified in
Análi¡e sociøl were submi*ed by authors associated with foreign institutions.
This figure also represents a higher proportion than in th. ,.rit, obtained by
cancela, coelho and Ruivo (2014) i' nin. portuguese journals in which 36.5o/oof the Political Science articles have one (co)authãr f.o- 

" 
foreign institution.

" This studv observes the 9g7 articles of 9 journars for the period 2o0o-z0r2.The jour-

ii"r:::: !:0,^) 
sirilt Soyiotogia-probt *^ , p/¿t¡ri,,'Retaç,ões Innrnøcionais, portusuese 

J0ilrnrtt"J oo(tlll Jcience, Reuista Crítica de Ciências Sociais, Sociologia, Perspectiuøs-portuguese Journal of
'r!,tj!:::' !::'* and International Relations, Estados poriticos e sociais, and, Reuisia portugaesa devtencìa política.
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43. tmprensa de Ciências Sociais and Principia Publishers

In order to identify the volume of production of the Political Science in relation

ro other disciplines and to get the full picture in terms of the internal distribu-

tion amongst its sub-disciplines we also need to take into account the publica-

tion of books.'W'e have decided to look into tlvo of the most prestigious Portu-

guese publishers specialised in Social Sciences, namel¡ Principia and Imprensa

de Ciências Sociais (ICS).t' Comparing these two publishers, our data shows

that among 297 books identified in Principia since 1997, 20o/o were related to

Political Science, whilst among the 249 books published by ICS since 19B7,

only l2o/o were within this discipline.

Princípia I lmprensa de Ciências Sociais

Comparative Politics

Political Theory

0102030405060

Figure 2: Publication of books in two academic publishers (proportion)

Source: Camerlo er al., 2015,

lnternational Relations

Public Policies

..i

70 B0

Another finding is that the first decade of the 21" century was the most

productive period in terms of the number of publications in the discipline. This

is probably one of the consequences of the institutionalization and the rapid

development of the discipline. The fall of publications from the end of that

decade, however, can be explained due to the increasing number of publishers

- including the non-academic ones who publish in this area or that have special

thematic collections - the financial crisis that affected the academic publishers,

and the decision of the latter to concentrate their book publications in other

disciplines such as Law, Histor¡ Sociology or Anthropology. Lastl¡ the distri-

bution of the publications by sub-discipline is more balanced in Principia than

in ICS. In the first one, the sub-discipline International Relations occupíes33o/o

(the majority of them on European studies), followed by public policy 310/o'

t2 In English: Social Sciences Pre¡s
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political theory 26Vo and,compararive politics l0o/o. In ICS, the percenrages
are' respectively, 73o/o,0o/o, l3o7o,74o/oisee Figure 2 for the,,r-b", of books
by sub-discipline).

Conclusion

The discipline of Political Science in portugar has come 
" 

lorrg way. The estab-
lishment of this body of knowredge happened rater than in other European
countries and also than other sciendfic areas in portugar. This was a conse-
quence of the nature of the dictatorship and also of the"prevalence of Law and
later Sociology. Against rhis contexr, the discipline of poiitical Science grew in
a more substantial way in the nineties and maiured substantiaily in the firsr de_
cade of the 21" cenrury. This growth can be observed ir, ,.rr..i dimensions. In
terms of teaching we can survey an enormous evolution in terms of the degrees
offered as well as regarding their diversiry and heterogeneiry. In the academ-
ic year of 201412015 the number (ninery-two) of BA, MA and phD degrees
offered, by both private and public universiries, is indicative of the leap"tak_
en. Furthermore, the diversiry in rerms of the courses offered reveals thar the
sub-disciplines are consolidated, and that is also a positive sign of the maturiry
of the discipline. In terms of the deveropm..r, of poli,icar õcience, including
undergraduate and post-graduate d.g...r, but also research, presentations at the
National conferences of the ApcB and scientific ourpur, it i crear that the two
sub-disciplines that have experienced the grearest growth are, in generar terms,
Internadonal Relations and Comparative Þofidcs.

Likewise, the establishment and consolidation of the portuguese political
science Association has been important for the strengthening orih. discipline.
ve can attest the latter by looking at the participation in the National confer-
ences, rhe evolution of membership in the Association and the rising number
of applications for the best phD thesis prize. Moreover, regarding the scientific
:u:pu:our findings point to a very positive first decade of ih. ztí..ntury. This
is also linked to the increase in the.ru-b., of articles published in Journals and,
very importantl¡ to the establishment of journals specific to political Science.t'tiylnlanaing, there is still a need for greater regurarity in terms of issuespublished by these Journals as well as the leinforcement of their inclusion inranking sysrems such as scopus. Arso worthy of note i, th. p.ogressive in-ternationalisation of portuguese scholars, a process to which the doctoral andpostdoctoral grants of th. Þort,rg,r.se Founáation for science and Technology
were crucial. Täking into accounr the current budget consrrains, it remains touc seen the extent of its negative impact in terms of the present and. future gen-erations of researchers.
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On balance, it is safe to say that Political Science has fared well in Portugal

in the currenr cenrury and has not only safeguarded its independence and au-

tonomy but also achieved a mature growth, albeit the many challenges that sdll

lie ahead.
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Political science in Romania: Between progress
and Stagnat¡on

Summary: Political science continued to establish itself as a ûeld during the first decade of
the 21" centur¡ as Romania implemented the requirements of the Boloina process. Impor_
tant changes afFected the curriculum, the relationihips within higher edi."ion institutions
(berween the university administration and the faculry memb.ir¡ 

"nd 
bemveen them and

the Ministry of Education,^the. way in which governments fund universities and recognize
their activiry and the way faculty^members' p.rfor''"n.. is evaruated. However, importanr
difficulties ¡emain in the a¡eas 

"i fFhlrg corruption, nepotism, and academic dishonesry
improving the allocation ofavailable funds, emphasizing research over reaching, and con-
necting local political scientists to the inrernatiånal community. This chapter presents the
Romanian political science universiry departments, their underiradu"r. *d graduate pro-
grams, the number of students who seek admission, and the ..i."r.h p-Àt.""rra inreresrs
of their faculry members. It fu¡ther identifies factors that limit the .on.ålid"tion of political
science as a field ofinquiry in that counrry.

lntroduction

Year 2000 marked important changes that affected higher educarion in Roma_
nia after the country embraced the Bologna process.l These changes questioned
the universities' focus on teaching, modified the curricula and the strucure of
undergraduate and graduate programs, and allowed for increased auronomy and
academic freedom from the Ministry of Education. This chapter first reviews
the historical and. institu tional conrext in which political science reappeared in1989 after decades of communist restrictions, and then details the structure,
enrolment and recruirmenr parrerns of the 13 public universities with politi-

,-*lftf:th"p,er rests on nume¡ous discussions with Romanian political scientists and other aca-
ii""tt'_lh.y provided valuable insight into the fierd, and corrected many.inaccuracies. I wouldttke to thank all of them for their irialuable input, especially Rodica Milena Zaha¡iawho com-rnented on an earlier version ofthis chapter.
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